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GLASS DOORS 
A Faculty to proceed was granted in February 2013 and installation work took place at intervals where 
church use permitted from September to November.  At a later date Tony Walker added the vinyls to the 
doors and the mat within the porch, the ‘bridging’ screed for the floor covering having been laid previously 
for the carpet layers.  A cost breakdown is as follows, timber platform and steps Andrew Laker £3680, 
glass doors Addison Structures Ltd £9540, floor coverings Fineweave Carpets Ltd £525, Hives Architects 
£600 . Total £14,345.  VAT of about £1677 has since been reclaimed by the church treasurer under the 
Listed Places of Worship Grant Scheme.  

HEATING 
A Faculty to proceed was granted in April 2013 and installation by Carter Electrical of 500W skirting 
convector heaters completed in May at a cost of £4914.  The distribution of heaters is as follows, North 
aisle 9, Nave north side 22, Nave south side 20, South aisle 12, Choir stalls 14, Total 77.  The 6 heaters 
which could be permanently fixed by the electricians were later fitted by Tony Walker.  At a later date 
Nigel Smith removed the old redundant pew heaters totalling about 70 in number and transported them 
to tip.  The time clock has been adjusted to reduce running periods as although the full electrical loading 
has increased by about 50% the new heaters are quicker in producing useful heat.  Any change in the 
consumption of electricity during the winter period compared to other years is not known at the present 
time.   

SECURITY ALARM TO VESTRY 
Permission for this project was given by the Diocesan Chancellor under special measures eliminating the 
requirement for a Faculty.  A telephone extension cable linking the main entry point in the kitchen to the 
vestry was provided by Tony Walker.  Installation by ADT took place in September at a cost of £948 
including police registration fee and additional key fobs.  The £302 maintenance and monitoring charge is 
offset by the reduction in insurance premium. 

LIGHTING 
Down lights in the Nave, Aisles and Lady Chapel were originally fitted with ‘warm white’ lamps. Tony 
Walker has changed all lamps to ‘cool white’ in order to obtain a uniformly brighter illumination and 
replaced 10 failed light fittings.  

GENERAL 
Annual tasks carried out by Tony Walker include removing debris from roof valleys, gutters, the brick lined 
drainage channel abutting the north wall and cleaning high level glass screens within the building. 
Wallbridge carried out annual inspection of lightning conductors. 

Note:  All costs in respect of glass doors, heating & security have been met by a legacy granted exclusively 
for work to the fabric of the church. 

The interregnum has gone well, with the help of everyone in the church.  People have helped and pulled 
together, which has made it all easier.  All Christmas services were well attended.  The installation service 
again was well attended as was the tea at the Canoe Club. 

 


